WE’LL KEEP YOU RUNNING AT PEAK SPEED

Why Compromise? Customize!

Customizing a stretchwrapper can make all the difference between boosting productivity and maximizing it. Our many affordable options make it easy for you to tailor your Wulftec® stretchwrapper to your specific applications — and enjoy a level of performance other machines cannot match.

Our most popular options:
- 30” NO-THREAD® powered pre-stretch carriage: Larger web means you’ll wrap faster and use less film
- Pop-up device: Lifts the load so the film can go under the pallet, securing the load right to the pallet
- Wrap height extension: Wraps loads exceeding 83” in height
- Dark load photoeye: Wraps dark or shiny loads that reflect light
- Rotation speed: Increases speed so you’ll wrap more in less time
- Top platen: Stabilizes light and unstable loads
- Top sheet dispensers: Applies a protective plastic sheet on top of the load
- Incycle top sheet dispenser protects against water ingress
- Inline top sheet dispenser protects against dust

Why Go Automatic?

Automatic stretchwrappers are designed to maximize throughput and efficiency. They take care of everything — all you need to do is change the roll of film.

If you wrap 80 or more loads in an eight-hour shift, an automatic stretchwrapper will save you significant time and money.

Benefits of a Rotary Arm

Rotary arm stretchwrappers are extremely versatile and can wrap almost anything. Since the load remains stationary, they are ideal for wrapping very light, very heavy, tall or unstable loads. They are also great in wash-down applications.

The Wulftec Advantage

The Choice is Automatic: Wulftec® Automatic Stretchwrappers

The Rotary Arm Series

Non-Conveyorized WRTA-100 WRTA-150 WRTA-200
Conveyorized WCRT-200

Superior Value
Superior Results

Looking for flawless performance? Wulftec offers:
- Heavy-duty all-steel structures: Unlike plastic, they’re built to last forever
- NO-THREAD® powered pre-stretch carriage: Pre-stretches film by 50% to 300% for optimal film use
- AC variable frequency drives and motors: Ensure safe, reliable performance and minimal maintenance
- Allen-Bradley components: The standard in North America
- Complete peace of mind:
  - 3-year unlimited cycle warranty on all stretchwrappers
  - 10-year warranty on 25” sturdy ring gear bearing device
  - LIFETIME warranty on blue pre-stretch compound rollers

Our commitment to your productivity goes well beyond the installation of your new stretchwrapper. From problem-solving to ordering replacement parts, our experienced distributors and service technicians will help you find the right solution — quickly and easily.

Our most popular options:
- 30” NO-THREAD® powered pre-stretch carriage:
  - Larger web means you’ll wrap faster and use less film
- Pop-up device:
  - Lifts the load so the film can go under the pallet, securing the load right to the pallet
- Wrap height extension:
  - Wraps loads exceeding 83” in height
- Dark load photoeye:
  - Wraps dark or shiny loads that reflect light
- Rotation speed:
  - Increases speed so you’ll wrap more in less time
- Top platen:
  - Stabilizes light and unstable loads
- Top sheet dispensers:
  - Applies a protective plastic sheet on top of the load
- Incycle top sheet dispenser protects against water ingress
- Inline top sheet dispenser protects against dust

For our other options, visit www.wulftec.com or call 1-877-WULFTEC (985-3832)

We fear no packaging challenge

The Wulftec Advantage

The Choice is Automatic
Non-Conveyorized Rotary Arm Models

**All the benefits of automation at an affordable price**

**WRTA-150/WRTA-200**

- Pneumatically-activated Cut & Wipe Film Treatment System eliminates the need to attach and cut film—guaranteeing a tight wrap with no film tail
- Air compressor included—no external air source required
- 20” HD-TH1800® powered pre-stretch carriage
- 25” ring gear bearing drive
- Rotary arm speed up to 12 RPM WRTA-200: optional 17 RPM
- Extended load weight capacity
- Up to 60 loads per hour

**Conveyorized Rotary Arm Model**

**WCRT-200**

- Their high-speed model can keep up with even the most demanding production rates
- Optional elevating clamp for banding, separate double stack and one-way wrapping mode
- Counterweight for stable load wrapping capability
- Keep access to all components for trouble-free maintenance
- 20” HD-TH1800® powered pre-stretch carriage
- 25” ring gear bearing drive
- Rotary arm speed up to 27 RPM
- 4,000 lbs. load weight capacity
- Up to 60 loads per hour

For more information on our automatic stretchwrappers, call 1-877-WULFTEC (985-3832) or visit www.WULFTEC.com

WRTA-150 WRTA-200

WCRT-200

Note: All machine specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

---

Technical Specifications

**WRTA-100/150/200**

- Production rate*
- Load size
- Load weight
- Machine dimensions
- Approximate shipping weight
- Electrical requirements
- Pneumatic requirements
- Controls
- Film delivery system
- Film tail treatment
- Rotary arm drive
- Structure
- Warranty

**WR-200**

- Production rate
- Load size
- Load weight
- Machine dimensions
- Approximate shipping weight
- Electrical requirements
- Pneumatic requirements
- Controls
- Film delivery system
- Film tail treatment
- Rotary arm drive
- Structure
- Warranty

**Note:** All machine specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

---

For more information on our automatic stretchwrappers, call 1-877-WULFTEC (985-3832) or visit www.WULFTEC.com
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